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plan
Identify a literacy need Select a learning focus that 

addresses the student need
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what and how) required to address 
the area of student need
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of science teachers 

acknowledges that 

students need to 
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knowledge in order to 

understand science 

content. The team 

considers how 

literacy needs are 

directly or indirectly 

related to curriculum 

expectations 
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use appropriate 

terminology related 

to the exploration 

of matter, including, 

but not limited to: 

combustion, conductor, 

decomposition, 

lustrous, precipitate, 

reaction, and soluble 
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Documents 
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on.ca/eng/teachers/
curriculum.html

Capacity Building
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gov.on.ca/eng/
literacynumeracy/
inspire/research/
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Teachers assess
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understanding of
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upcoming unit by

asking students to

identify unfamiliar

words in a section

from a textbook.

Teachers bring 

samples of their 

:(#9&4(:P!C.1D!(.!(;&!
professional learning 

team and identify 
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needs connected 

to the curriculum 

learning goal.

Teachers determine

the literacy learning

which will support the

curriculum learning
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Teachers use the 

Adolescent Literacy 

Guide to identify the

components and

student indicators

related to the learning
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Metacognition
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support when barriers

to learning are

encountered.

Strategy
Access and use 

:#$%&'():*&'+,'
2.'0$#/016!(.
precisely communicate

ideas.

Teachers use the 

Adolescent Literacy 

Guide to explore 

possible teacher 

practices which

address the literacy

learning need:

Metacognition
Demonstrate how to

identify any challenges

and barriers to

learning, and

determine possible

solutions.

Strategy
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Teachers create an
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theory of action
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explicitly teach
vocabulary to
support  
understanding  
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Teachers use the

teacher practices as

a basis to determine

the instructional

practice which

targets the literacy

learning need, for
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opportunities for

metacognition and
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instruction.

Teachers use the

student indicators

(.!9&2&/.*!=.0/:
and success criteria

related to the

literacy need.

Teachers use the

References and 

Ministry Resources 
Related to the 
Components 
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Adolescent Literacy 

Guide to identify

professional

learning resources

related to their
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Plan for classroom

instruction and

assessment.

Teachers co-plan

lessons that address

curriculum

expectations and

incorporate

metacognition and
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instruction.

Subject-Specific Collaborative Inquiry Team

The chart shows an example of how the Adolescent Literacy Guide may be used 
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http://www.edu.gov.on.ca/eng/literacynumeracy/inspire/research/CBS_Collaborative_Teacher_Inquiry.pdf
http://www.edu.gov.on.ca/eng/teachers/curriculum.html
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Implement evidence based 
strategies and actions

Monitor student learning 
and educator learning

Examine, analyze and  
evaluate results

Teachers implement the plan for classroom
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appropriate terminology in talk and 

in writing on an ongoing basis.
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on their own practice.
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student work.
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student learning.
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possible next steps.

Professional Learning Cycle resources 

http://www.edugains.ca/newsite/di2/

prolearningcycle.html

http://www.edugains.ca/newsite/di2/prolearningcycle.html



